
 
 
 
You're in command: Remember that 
the observer is not a substitute for 
your own good judgment. Most, if 
not all, of the observers in our club 
made H-III several years ago.  As 
they gain experience flying in 
stronger conditions, they might have 
the tendency to forget just how diffi-
cult those early H-II high flights are.  
Just because they are comfortable on 
launch doesn't mean you are, or even 
that you should be.  If you are not 
comfortable, tell them and back 
away.  You are your own first line of 
defense when it comes to judging 
your own comfort level.     
  
If conditions seem too strong at 2:00 
on a day that the observers thought 
would be suitable for HIIs it will al-
most always be good by 5:00 or 6:00. 

You're unlikely to miss an opportu-
nity to fly and you will enjoy it more 
if you fly within your comfort level.   
  
Launching and staying up at Wood-
stock: In the six years that I have 
been flying at Woodstock, I have 
never seen a person avoid a sled by 
turning toward the ridge right out of 
the slot.  If you can't get up by turn-
ing a safe distance from the ridge, 
you will invariably sled anyway.  Get 
well clear of the slot before turning 
into the wind and parallel to the 
ridge.     
  
Next time you are comfortably above 
the ridge at Woodstock, see if you 
can see the "bench" below the 
launch.  (A bench is a relatively flat 
spot that separates an upper steep 
slope from a lower one.)  The front 
edge of this bench almost always 

(See TIPS on page 2) 

 
 
 
 
Karen, Jabin and I have been in Ship-
pensburg visiting my grandmother for 
the past week.  Being a resident of the 
eastern shore I thought I would take ad-
vantage of this opportunity to fly a 
mountain site.  Before Saturday's flight I 
had one mountain flight earlier this year 
and one last year making the prospects 
of a foot launch flight quite appealing.  
Upon arrival last Monday the weather 
channel indicated rain every day during 
our visit.  I resigned myself to a non-
flying week but posted a request for a 
call if anyone was heading to one of the 
local mountain sites.  

Saturday mornings wake-up calls from 
Dave Proctor and Larry Huffman got me 
motivated to head to Bills.  After a brief 
visit with the crew at the hill I launched 
my Fusion just before 1PM.  Dave's ex-
peditious trip to cloud base got Pete, Pat, 

Larry, and I motivated to quit chatting 
and start flying; “shut up and fly” as 
they say.  It wasn't long before our con-
voy of gliders headed over the back in 
relatively close proximity with one an-
other.  I was quite happy with this devel-

opment, as it was not only my first real 
soaring flight at Bills, but also my first 
trip over the back.  Being a little lower 
and behind the pack, I took advantage of 
watching the great ones forge ahead and 
find the lift.  
 
Unfortunately this panacea didn’t last 
for long as Larry’s and Pete’s paths di-
verged a little past Fisher’s launch.  
Dave followed Larry and Pat and I fol-
lowed Pete.  Upon reaching Tussey 
Mountain we stopped to work an area of 
broken lift facilitated by the ridge and a 
cloud-producing thermal.  The core of 
this thermal, though elusive, was even-
tually discovered thanks to an osprey, 
which Pete generously pointed out to 
me.  After a reasonable climb out, Pete 
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...I took advantage 
of watching the great  
ones forge ahead and  

find the lift. 

 

SIGH. Summer is over. Labor day is behind 
us, and the nights (if not the days as well) 
are getting cooler. However, the changing 
season also means beautiful fall colors out 
in the mountains, and (hopefully) more 
northwest days with a little more wind, so 
we can finally get some serious air time in! 
And of course, the highlight of the season 
will be the 20th Annual Pulpit Fly-In. (If 
you haven't already registered, what are 
you waiting for??) This is one of the club’s 
biggest parties of the year, and everyone 
should come, whether you’re flying or not.  
If you can’t fly, we can always use a pair of 
extra hands, for retrieving pilots, monitoring 
the spot landing contest, assisting the flight 
director, etc.  Keep in mind too, this event is 
also a fund-raiser for the McConnellsburg 
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Rescue Squad.  Sadly, we did need 
their services this year, and this is a 
way for us to maintain good rela-
tions with them and the town itself.   
 
In this month’s issue: Dan 
Tomlinson provides some flying tips 
for new (H-II) mountain pilots, and  
Ric Niehaus tells all about his fabu-
lous Labor Day weekend trip to 
Ohio, by way of Bill’s Hill. The cen-
ter-spread is a map showing Ric’s 
flight-path to Lake Milton.  [Editor’s 

note: I had to copy the path by hand 
from the map that Ric sent me; as a 
result, it is only an approximation - I 
apologize for any inaccuracies.]  
When you see it laid out on a topog-
raphical map, it is REALLY impres-
sive!  Congratulations Ric!  I can’t 
wait for the X-C clinic, so that I can 
learn from one of the masters... 
 
Anyway, October should prove to be 
a busy month, but should be lots of 
fun too – hope to see  
you out there! 

(PRE-FLIGHT, continued from page 1) 

 
 
 
 

 
This summer has breezed by. I cannot believe I 
am writing the September column and it is get-
ting close to October. Well to sum up the sum-
mer. Hot, South West, Traffic. It seems it’s ei-
ther a marginal Fisher day or a post frontal call 
between the Pulpit and Woodstock.  No, I have 
not taken that time to learn to tow. I went down 
to visit Manquin 3 times and actually made it 
there once. I have never seen towing and I am 
still waiting. Scooter towing looks really cool 
and a great way to get those “slightly out of 
shapers” into the sport. I was glad to finally see 
what the tow park looks like and to finally meet 
Steve Wendt. I have talked with him many times 
and finally have put the face with the name. He 
is a good guy.  I will be heading there and High-
land now that the traffic on the weekends head-
ing east and south should not be so bad. (Sorry 
Guys I just hate summer traffic!) I just might 
become a tow head this fall. This brings me to 
the subject of the column... 
 

Fall Flying 
 
Well the big event coming up for the fall is of 
course the Pulpit Fly-in. It’s coming up and 
promises to be a great weekend.  Pre-register to 
avoid those pesky lines at the registration desk. 
Hopefully you have headed out on those mar-
ginal days and honed all those skills you are go-
ing to need for the better fall conditions. The 
light in the evening is dying fast. It still stays 
light till around 7:30 now, but we are losing 
more everyday now that we are getting into fall.  
So, that long wait for the evening glass off might 
not give you all the airtime you need so make 
sure you have that aggressive take-off run down 
pat so you can fly a little earlier.  If you have 
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triggers lift if there is any to be had.  
Fly straight out of the slot until you 
hit the lift band at this bench then 
turn toward the cross, (if any) and 
parallel to the ridge.  You will be 
well clear of the ridge and will 
greatly reduce the chances that you 
will inadvertently turn back into it. 
This strategy has never cost me a 
soaring flight at Woodstock.   
  
OK, you're up, you’re soaring, life is 
good, 'boing' what's this?  A thermal! 
What do you do?  That depends.  
Here's what I do.  I turn into it away 
from the ridge.  If I'm low, I pull 
180s until I'm well above any risk of 
hitting anything even if I get seri-
ously dumped out of the backside.  
As soon as I can, I look down and 
try to figure out what is triggering 
the thermal.  Did I catch it over a 
bare spot like the slot, a rock pile, or 
one of the many fingers that jut out 
from the ridge?  Pick this spot and 
fly back to it when you lose your 

thermal.  There is a very good 
chance that it will still be there when 
you return.  When you get high, or if 
the thermal dies, look for the next 
spot that looks like the one you 
caught the thermal in.  If it's a rock 
pile in the sun, there is a good 
chance that the next rock pile in the 
sun will work too.  Fly there and try 
it again. 
  
Finally, land before the flush cycle.  
Setting up an approach pattern in 
traffic at the Woodstock primary is 
not much fun.  If you've had a good 
flight and the day is waning, give up 
that last few minutes and set up your 
landing before the crowds arrive.  
Then you get to sit in the LZ and 
watch the other approaches without 
worry.  This also gives the newest 
pilots a chance to fly at the end of 
the day without dealing with a lot of 
traffic.   
  
Good luck, fly safe.   
Dan T.       

(TIPS, continued from page 1) 
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and I headed over the back only to be 
met by a long sinking glide.  Being that 
Pete was flying his low performance Fal-
con, he found it necessary to glide fur-
ther into the valley while I headed to-
wards a nice cummie along a parallel 
ridge.  Pete impressively navigated what 
appeared to be a large blue valley and 
with some planning we managed to meet 
up once again in the valley just before  
Allegheny Mountain.  I was quite 
pleased by our reunion as I have never 
crossed the ominous mountain which lay 
ahead.  Unfortunately this was not to last 
as our flight paths once again diverged.  
Though Pete abandoned me at this most 
precarious moment, he did leave me with 
some sound advice.  He told me to get 
high and follow the streets. This re-
minded me of Manfred Ruhmer’s ac-
cented response to an inquiry as to his 
success one day in Florida earlier this 
year.  He said, “I got high, I flew far, it 
was easy.”  Now why didn’t I think of 
that?  Anyhow, I managed my first cross-
ing of Allegheny Mountain just south 
and parallel to route 56.  This was a 
heart-pounding glide over approximately 
7 to 8 miles of trees with only one quasi-
suitable bailout half way across.  As it 
turns out this is the same route that Tom 
McGowen took later in the day for his 
first Allegheny Mountain crossing also.  
Nice work Tom.  Pete and Larry, both 
veteran crossers, accomplished this feat a 
bit further to the south.  Note that Pete 
did it on a single surface glider………
amazing!  From here my flight path took 
me south of Johnstown and then across 
Laurel Mountain and Chestnut Ridge.  
Once clear of the Appalachian Mountain 
Range, I was blessed with the one and 
only cloud street remaining to the west.  
What fortune!  Passing well north of the 
Latrobe Airport I enjoyed a series of long 
flat glides punctuated by very healthy 
thermals.  As the day progressed I began 
to glide very aggressively realizing that 
this was going to be a day to remember.  
I began to respond to anything less than 
200 fpm with only a push out instead of a 
turn.  This progressed to ignoring any-
thing less than 300 fpm.  On glide I was 
looking at an average ground speed of 50 
mph.  As it turns out my average ground-
speed for the whole flight was just over 

30 mph, this approximately 10 mph bet-
ter than my average XC.  The cloud 
street that looked as though it continued 
on to Cleveland was a mix of thin cum-
mies, cloud fragments and haze domes, 
quite anemic looking though quite the 
opposite in reality.  
 
As I saw the launch at Avonmore pass 
off to my right I was thrilled.  When I 
crossed the Allegheny River, I was in 
shock.  When my old hometown of Pitts-
burgh passed far off my left wing I was 
in utter disbelief.  
 
Approaching Pittsburgh I felt the call of 
nature and chose to ignore it.  This even-
tually became an impossibility, so after a 
long wrestle with my harness and jeans I 
managed to find relief.  With that off my 
mind my concern turned to Brenda and 
the gang as I imagined them waiting to 
hear from me back at the mountains 
somewhere.  I carefully pulled out my 
cell phone since I flew out of radio range 

around Allegheny Mountain.  Discover-
ing there was no signal I repeatedly tried 
to contact a fellow that had been trans-
mitting on the same frequency to ask him 
to make the call for me………no luck. 
About this time I began to notice I was 
getting a headache.  I remedied this with 
a power bar located in the same zipper 
pocket as my telephone.  The risk of 
dropping my phone from 6,000’ was 
overshadowed by my need for some 
blood sugar.  I share all these superfluous 
details to show that my mind wasn’t fo-
cused on my flying and to communicate 
to others that this tendency on long 
flights must be recognized and rectified. 
Fortunately I came to this realization in 
sufficient time to redouble my efforts of 
concentration on defiance of gravity. 
 
I began to imagine the possibilities of a 
flight into Ohio and carefully picked the 
remaining fragments and wisps of clouds 
in order to accomplish this fantasy.  I 
rejoined I-76 at the Ohio border in yet 

another indescribable moment in my 
hang gliding life. This flight had begun 
to seem surreal.  As the sun lowered in 
the west I noticed what looked like the 
world’s largest junkyard.  As I got closer 
I began to notice that some of the cars 
were moving and very few were junk.  
As it turns out, it was the enormous Can-
field Fair that I found out later has over 
1,500 concession stands.   
 
It was about this point that I began a 
slow descent below 4,500’, the first time 
I had been this low since the mountains. 
My max altitude of the day was about 
6,900’. The lift for the day averaged be-
tween 200 and 400 fpm with an occa-
sional 400 to 600 fpm. Surprisingly I 
wasn’t slowed down by any low saves on 
this flight.  After such an amazing flight, 
I really wanted to make my LZ a special 
one.  This because it would be a nice 
exclamation mark to my flight but also 
because I had I feeling I would be spend-
ing a lot of time there.  Below 2,000’ it 
became clear that I was going to land in 
the proximity of a nice sized lake.  I sur-
mised that there would be some points of 
interest and maybe even some food to be 
had in this locale.  Nearing Lake Milton I 
came across a large and safe farmer’s 
field that looked mighty lonely.  Always 
keeping it within reach I ventured a little 
closer to the lake to check out what ap-
peared to be a park.  Upon closer scru-
tiny I spotted a large flag and a nice 
stretch of grass running north and south 
along the eastern edge of the lake.  This 
property was the Lake Milton State Park 
and became my final choice of LZ as I 
continued my descent.  When I reached 
the lake, I saw too much human activity 
on the preferred stretch of grass so I 
amended my flight path to approach 
from over the lake directly into the wind.  
The down sides of this approach were a 
chance of getting wet and a very limited 
stretch of grass followed by my choice of 
a pile of lumber, a volleyball net or trees.  
After a series of S-turns over the water, I 
crossed the shoreline at approximately 5 
to 10 feet.  I alighted softly on the beauti-
ful green grass still 50 feet from the clos-
est obstacle………what fun!  The first 
couple to greet me, Harron and Vicki, 
ended up spending the rest of the evening 

(OHIO, continued from page 1) 
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After such an  
amazing flight, I  

really wanted to make  
my LZ a special one. 
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Ric Niehaus and his glider,  on the shore of Lake Milton (Ohio) 
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Ric Niehaus’ flight path 
 

from Bill’s Hill, PA to Lake Milton, OH 
 

August 31, 2002 - 167 Miles - 5h 38m 
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Highland Aerosports’ Demo Days - Everyone wanted to fly! 
(Photo by Ralph Sickinger) 
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Airwave K5  148 
Fair condition. Still flies good.  Black undersurface,   
yellow leading edge.  Spare nose cone.  $300 OBO 
Mike Chevalier:    301.270.0445 
 
Talon 150 
Almost new, only 5 hours. $3995.  see it at: http://www.buffam.com/talon.html 
Bill Buffam: 610.344.0704 
 
Falcon 140 
Red, White and Blue, bought in Jan 2002, test flown, and used in only five train-
ing hill launches. Ideal for beginner pilot.  (includes two spare down tubes) 
Harness 
High Energy Sports knee hanger harness, Small, White 
Helmet 
Charly Insider helmet  
Glider and equipment are in excellent/new condition as they’ve only been used   
five times.  Complete set for only $2700.  Will consider selling items separately.   
Holly: 412-421-1508   
 
Falcon 2 195  
Brand new-in stock for $2995. Blue L.E. and Yellow undersurface.  
Falcon 170  
very low airtime – $2200. Mint condition.  
Rich Hays: 410.527.0975 

 
1980 Comet 165  
Good all around glider,  nice shape, 
Gold, Black and Red 
Allan Hobner: 301.540.0640   
  
Klassic 144 
By original owner - Top performance for a stable/kingpost glider.  Climbs like a 
monkey in heat!  Dirt Cheap - $1200 negotiable.     
PacAir Pulse 9m 
Rare find for smaller pilot.  Great performance and a joy to fly (and land!) 
Smallest control frame available, lightweight, most stable  
double-surface ever built.  $1300 firm. 
Sheila/Gardinator:  724.349.1126    (e) sheilaboyle@hotmail.com 
 
Moyes Missle 180  
 Joe Brauch:  301.251.8718. 
 
SuperSport 143, 
Orange, white and green, still crisp, $900. 
Christy Huddle: (h) 304.535.2759 or (w) 240.777.2592   (e) huddlec@aol.com 
 
K2 AIRWAVE 142 
Good condition Hang 3 glider. Climbs well.   
Blue LE; blue,yellow, white undersurface.  $400 OBO Extra downtube.   
Fred & Raean Permenter: 410.357.4144   (e) rae_fred@hotmail.com 
 
Airwave MK IV 17 
Excellent condition. $900  
John Dullahan:  (h) 301.203. 8281   (e) john.dullahan@tcs.wap.org  
 
Klassic 145 
Orange with black+white Chex. Winglets with Strobes, Tail Fin, Low Hours, 
Great Shape. $1900 
Tex: 703.492.9908     (i) www.blueskyhg.com 
 
 

Wing Things 

To place or change an ad, send e-mail to: skyline@chgpa.org 



practiced those spot landing you could come away a winner at 
the fly-in. Remember, crashing into the spot does not count. 
 
Fall flying is usually a little spectacular (foliage-wise) but do 
not forget your basics. The wind is still going to drift those 
thermals over the back so keep an eye on your distance back or 
make other plans to land out.  (This happened to me recently 
and just came to mind.) The thermals are smoother and winds 
seem more consistent so keep your fingers crossed and go en-

joy the beautiful fall weather to come. Fly safe out there! 
 
9/11 has come and gone and we still cannot fly at High Rock. 
Events seem to be occurring that can possibly work in our favor 
to get the Rock opened up again. Joe Gregor will have some 
updates at the next meeting along with some NPRM news. So 
hold off on the civil disobedience for a couple of months. I 
think we can see light at the end of the tunnel. Come to the 
meeting and listen to the updates. “Protests” can  
wait until after the good fall flying weather. 

(PREZ SEZ, continued from page 2) 

with me.  The extended Ruffner family, who witnessed what they 
considered to be an exciting approach from an island on the lake, 
came over to make my acquaintance.  They proved to be the most 
hospitable folks I have ever met on a hang gliding adventure. First, 
they took their boat back to their house and returned with a deli-
cious feast and a camera.  
Then they stayed with me 
until the film crew from a 
local news station arrived 
to add a human interest 
story to their nightly pro-
duction.  Brad Ruffner 
took it upon himself to 
alert the media on his return trip to the house.  I didn’t mind 
though I wished there was a local hang gliding school that I could 
have promoted in my 2-minute spot.  After this we all went to the 
Ruffner house and enjoyed a bonfire with hotdogs and cold bever-
ages.  Pete arrived at 10:30 and joined in the festivities while we 
awaited the 11 o’clock news.  After this we bid our farewells, ex-
changed addresses and phone numbers and began our journey to 
Peter’s house.  He was not only good enough to come pick me up 
but he also put me up for the night AND gave me money and a 
credit card as I forgot my wallet when my journey began.  The 
credit card was for a brake problem that I ignored for too long 
which manifested itself to Pat while driving my truck to Pittsburgh 
for me.   
 
My flight spanned 167 miles and lasted for 5:38.  I landed at Lake 
Milton State Park at 6:31 PM and had the time of my life.  This is 
a personal distance record and also a Bill’s Hill record.  
 
Thank you Dave and Larry for the wake up calls. Thanks to 
Sparky and Terry for wiring me off.  I expressed to them my in-
timidation with the foot launch thing and they were very helpful.  
Thank you Bruce for loaning me the turtleneck, it kept me nice 
and toasty. Thanks again to Brenda and Larry for the first half of 
the retrieve, Pat for the middle part, and Pete for the pickup, the 
bed, and the funds.  Thank you Karen and Jabin for being under-
stand with my afternoon flight that took 2 days and more impor-
tantly supporting me in my flying passion.  And finally, thank you 
God for the most incredible flight of my life and for the most 
amazing vehicle by which we can view your wonderful 
creation, the hang glider.   ~ Ric 

(OHIO, continued from page 3) 
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Schools, Dealers and  Flight Parks 
 
Blue Sky—Steve Wendt 
540.432.6557    Cell: 804.241.4324    
www.blueskyhg.com/ bluesky/index.htm 
Quality hang gliding instruction, towing lessons, custom sewing for sails and 
harnesses. Dealer for Wills Wing, US Aeros, Moyes, Mosquito Motor Har-
ness, High Energy Sports, Ball Instruments and more. Get your Glider Savers 
and protect your investment. Still in the Shenandoah Valley, and now a full 
flight park near Richmond. 
 
Highland Flight Park 
410.634.2700    www.aerosports.net 
Offers tandem instruction, solo aerotows, and equipment sales and service 
for Aeros, Airwave, Moyes, Wills Wing, High Energy, Flytec, Brauniger and 
more. For more information, please visit our website. 
 
Kitty Hawk Kites 
1.800.334.4777  www.kittyhawk.com 
Teaching the world to fly since 1974. Certified instruction from the sand 
dunes to tandem towing. Full service flight park featuring towing behind a 
Dragonfly aerotug. Dealer for all major manufacturers and a full service 
shop. Lesson packages and camps available. Open year round. Lessons daily.  
 
Manquin Flight Park   
 540.432.6557    
Home of Manquin Aerotow, Blue Sky, and Fly Rawling Ultralight School. 
All types of Hang Glider Towing. 400 acre field, camping and bike trails. 
Manquin, VA 
 
Maryland School of Hang Gliding Inc.  
410.527.0975  www.mshg.com   email to: mshgflyer@hotmail.com 
Certified instruction: 25 years experience. Richard Hays is a USHGA ad-
vanced rated Instructor-Examiner. Specializing in foot launch flight utilizing 
Wills Wing Falcons and radios for instruction. Authorized dealer for Moyes, 
Wills Wing, Airwave, High Energy Sports. New and used gliders in stock. 
Balt./Wash. Oldest Wills Wing dealer. Seven training sites within one hour 
drive of Baltimore.  
 
Silver Wings/ John Middleton    
 703.533.1965 
Authorized dealer for Wills Wing, PacAir, UP, and Seedwings. He represents 
Ball, Sentek, Litek, High Energy, BRS, Blackhawk and many other hang 
gliding equipment manufacturers. New and used gliders in stock. Demo 
flights available. Quality, responsible service. 
 

USHGA certified Instructors: 
 
Chad Elchin 410.634.2700 Ridgely, MD 

Tex Forrest 703.492.9908 Woodbridge, VA 

Richard Hays 410.527.0975 Baltimore, MD 

John Middleton 703.533.1965 Arlington, VA 

Steve Wendt 540.432.6557 Manquin, VA 

And finally,  
thank you God,  

for the most incredible  
flight of my life... 



Next CHGPA meetings will be held: 
September 25, 2002 

October 23, 2002 

Meetings are held  downstairs at:  Lasick’s Beef House 
 
Directions: 0.8 mile inside the beltway on Route 1 South, just 
past the Super 8 Motel (College Park exit off I-495).  
Note: If coming from points north on I-95, at the  
Capital Beltway stay right at 
the split and then take the 
immediate left exit to  
Route 1 South,  College Park. 
 
Lasick's Beef House 
9128 Baltimore Blvd.  
College Park MD 20740 
(301) 441-2040 
  

15914B Shady Grove Road #L-197 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-1315 
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